
The Church of St Thomas of Canterbury, Canterbury. 

Minutes of Parish Pastoral Council Meeting  

Monday  25th January 2021 at 18.00 

Venue: Zoom Meeting hosted by LB 

Present: Canon Anthony (AJC), Rob Meredith (Chair; RM), Louise Beesley(LB), Lisa D’Agostini 
(LD), Fr John (JH); Saju Jose (SJ), Josephine Lewis (JL), Isy Mead (IM), Helen Nattrass (HN), 
John Renn (JR); Catherine Spratley (CS). Mile Lilford (In attendance) 

1. All were welcomed. 

2. Minutes of Meeting of 19th October 2020 - accepted. 

3. Minutes of Meeting of Extraordinary Meeting of 18th November 2020 - accepted. 

4. Matters arising from Meeting of 19th October 2020: 

4.1  Adult Catechesis: LB had reviewed the General Directory of Catechesis circulated in 
October and will summarise that in the future when the agenda is less full. At present she 
felt we were addressing the main areas, pre-baptismal, post baptismal and ongoing 
catechesis, through the Alpha course, RCIA and for example the Bible Timeline Course that 
had been recently run. A further course was being run through February to Easter. 
Outreach to other groups may be something to address further. 

4.2  Social support through pandemic; 
Invitations have been put in the newsletter, support is available, but nobody has come 
forward yet.  CS highlighted that this is still available if needed. 
RB suggested that we could volunteer to take people without treatment for Covid lateral 
flow, this would be for people without symptoms. RB willing to coordinate this, HN & IM 
volunteered as drivers. CS to put in newsletter. 

ACTION: CS, RB & HN.  

4.3 Liaison with finance committee:  
AJC & JH attend all finance committee meetings. The Diocese have recently organised 
finances differently keeping online records rather than receiving an annual review.  Their 
figures and ours currently differ and are being reviewed. 
It would be appropriate to invite a member of the committee to come for a specific agenda 
item to explain finances to us or specific items relating to our projects. It was felt that we 
should wait for an update on the financial situation of the last year. Suggested we invite 
Glenda, Tessa or Richard to the next meeting. 

5. Church functioning through Pandemic: 
We are grateful to all the volunteers making this possible. 
Saturday night, Sunday night and 8.00am are sparse. 9.30am and 11.00am most attended.  
Current lockdown and darker nights probably playing a part. No masses are 
oversubscribed. 
The number of people participating online are not known at present. Before going over to 
Church services numbers were around 700 including from the UK and abroad.  CS will see 
if we can get the figures from Church Services.  ACTION : CS 

Importance to maintain guidelines stressed and not to become complacent. 



IM asked about newspapers in the Narthex. AJC said Bible  Alive is wrapped in plastic. 
Universe, Tablet and Booklets for Lent have been made available. He will make sure there 
is a notice to ask people to only touch to buy. 

6. Celebration of the Word and Communion in the absence of a priest: 
This was discussed in the case of the priests needing to self isolate, as this would involve 
the whole household. 
A leader, reader and eucharist minister are required. AJC believes the document circulated 
has not been superseded. 
A ‘Church Contingency Plan’ was discussed with the PPC taking responsibility to liaise and 
organise this for each mass, prioritising Sunday: 9.30, 11.00 and 18.00. 

Sun 9.30:  JR 
Sun 11.00: HN 
Sun 18.00: RB 
Weekday: LB & HN  

7. AGM: 
This would usually be in March.  The main focus this year would be to  provide a financial 
report and summary of our activities over the year.  Suggested to postpone until after 
Easter.   
Written report vs Zoom meeting were discussed, with a suggestion that Zoom could realise 
a larger attendance than  previous years.  Logistics of this are different. Use of chats and 
recording were discussed, with need for permission if latter was used. 
Agreed a Zoom AGM after Easter with a PPC meeting after to confirm office holders and 
structure of the PPC for the coming year. 
RB offered his wife Bernie to manage the Zoom AGM meeting. 

ACTION: RB to confirm Bernie’s help. 

8. Alpha on Line: 
12 people attending and 4 volunteers (including AJC, CS). 
Have held the first meeting and all went well. Attendees mainly catholic, with plans to 
promote outside the Church in the future. 

9. Shrine of St Thomas: Progress report on plans for renovation: 
AJC has received proposals for renovation from Ian Knowles, he gave a brief summary and 
will circulate the detailed report to the committee.  He personally financed this initial work.  
This is a diocesan shrine, so planning and finance goes beyond the PPC and the parish.  
He hopes to set up a committee, beyond the PPC, to include appropriate expertise - an 
artist, architect, someone with financial and fundraising expertise to consider the feasibility. 

10.  Development of the Hall (Mike Lilford in attendance) 
IM spoke to the detailed document she had sent out outlining a wide range of possibilities 
for the Hall, including local and diocesan needs, complementing CS earlier work.  
Mike Lilford: we need to consider  what we want to do with the space, and what we want to 
achieve, from which he can consider practical structural issues and possible designs. This 
may involve extending the kitchen area into the hall, finding more storage space or possibly 
working on the external stairs and developing the rooms under. 
From this we need to form a proper plan, considering what we want to do with the space, 
priorities, feasibility, a cost plan of respective needs, and funding.  A subcommittee / 
working group was proposed. ML,IM,JR & CS offered to join this. 
Lottery funding was suggested as an option, though the administrative burden of this was 
great. HN offered to help with reports if this was needed. 

ACTION: Subcommittee to prepare progress report for AGM in April. 

11.  Feedback from Other Committees: 
Liturgy committee: meeting held to plan Christmas services. 
Social committee: held shoebox appeal for Christmas. 



Finance committee: currently reconciling our accounts with diocesan. Will report at next 
meeting. 

12.   AOB: 
JR: Is setting up a weekly Zoom silent prayer group  
JH: Is setting up a First Holy Communion preparation program. This will be parent lead, 
with JH and Annie Kean leading six Zoom meetings for parents. 
CS: There have been recent problems on the website in people filling in forms. Paul 
Spratley is looking into this. 

  
13.   Dates of Future Meetings. 

PPC  Monday March 22nd 18.00 
AGM Sunday 18th April 16.30 
PPC  Monday 24th May 18.00 

LB indicated her intention to step down after the May meeting. 

14.   The meeting ended with a prayer. 

  
  


